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Abstract 
All our words (sequences) are binary. A square is a subword of the form uu (concatena- 
tion). Two squares are distinct if they are of different shape, not just translates of each other. 
Otherwise they are repeated. Fibonacci words are defined by fo = 0, f~ = 1, fm = fm-l fm-2 
form>2. LetF,=If,l. ThenFo=l,Fl=I, F,=F,_I+F~_z (ma2)are theFibonaccinum- 
bers. Let D(n) and R(n) be the exact number of distinct and repeated squares, respectively, in 
fn. We prove: D(n) = 2(Fn-2 - 1) (n >5), which implies, asymptotically, D(n) = 2(2 - cp)Fn + 
0(1)(2(2 - cp)= 0.7639), where cp is the golden section. We also prove: R(n)= $nF, - 
i(n + 6)F,-1-&-2 + n + 1 (na3). This yields R(n)= $(3 - cp)nF, + O(K)= (2(3 - cp)/ 
(5 log, cp))F, log, & + O(F,)(2(3 - (p)/(5 log, cp) M 0.7962). @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider binary words (sequences) throughout. A square in a word is a factor 
(subword) of the form u2, i.e., the concatenation of two identical subwords. Two 
squares are distinct if they are of different shape, not just translates of each other. 
Two squares which are not distinct, beginning at two different locations of a word, are 
repeated squares. 
A word u is primitive if II cannot be written in the form u = vi for some integer j > 2. 
Otherwise u is nonprimitive. A square u2 with u primitive will be called a primitive 
rooted square. 
Fibonacci words are defined by fo = 0, f, = 1, f,,, = fm-l fm_2 (concatenation) for 
all m>2. Let F, = Ifml. Then FO = 1, FI = 1, F, =F,,_I+F~_~ (m&2) are the Fibonacci 
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numbers, since ]fm] = Ifm_ifm_21 = I&-i 1 + I&21. The first 10 Fibonacci words are 
depicted in Table 1 in Section 2. Fibonacci words have been studied extensively. (The 
query Fibonacci AND word*, run on MathSciNet on 2 April, 1997, yielded 86 papers.) 
The injinite Fibonacci word is the word which contains fm as a prefix for every m > 1. 
For the study of repetitions in Fibonacci words, mainly in the infinite Fibonacci word, 
see e.g., [4,9,7]. Incidentally, all squares in fm (m>O) are primitive rooted (see e.g., 
[2], Ch. 2). 
Denote by D(n) and by R(n) the exact number of distinct and repeated squares, 
respectively, in the Fibonacci word fn. In Section 2 we prove, 
Theorem 1. For n 2 5, D(n) = 2(&-z - 1). 
We mention in passing that in [ 11,5], the multitude of squares in Fibonacci words 
and generalizations thereof is viewed from a slightly different, yet related point of view. 
As customary, denote the roots of x2 - x - 1=0 by cp=(l + a)/2 (the golden 
section) andp=(l -6)/2. Then cp+q=l, (p-p=fi, and cpCp=-1, q’=cp+l, 
@=p+ 1. 
Denote by N(a) the nearest integer to a. Theorem 1 leads to the following asymptotic 
result for D(n). 
Corollary 1. We have 
o(n) = 2(2 - q)81+ o( 1) (2(2 - cp) x 0.7639), 
and also, for n 2 5, 
D(n)=N(s -2). 
Fibonacci words have been used for giving lower bounds on the number of re- 
peated primitive rooted squares in binary words. We are unaware of previous results 
for D(n), but estimates for R(n) were given previously. In [l], Lemma 10, it was 
shown that R(n) > :F, log, F, for n > 5. Theorem 11 in [3] says that the number of 
primitive rooted square prefixes of a word w is <log@ ]wJ. For w = fn this implies 
R(n) <F, log4 F, = F, log, F,/ log, 4 < 1.441F, log, F,. In [7] the structure of squares in 
Fibonacci words, especially infinite Fibonacci words, was studied. 
Rather than just estimating the number of squares in a finite Fibonacci word, as 
done previously, we give an exact formula for it. 
Theorem 2. The function R(n) is given by 
R(n) = $nF, - z(n + 6)F,_1 - Fn-2 + n + 
for n>3. 
-1 
Theorem 2 improves the above two results [ 1,3]. Asymptotically, it gives: 
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Corollary 2. We have 
R(n) = ;(3 - cp)nF, + O(K) = ~(3 - CP) 
5 1% cp 
F, log, F, + O(6) 
2(3 - ‘) M 0 7962 
5 log, cp . > . 
Comparing this with Corollary 1, we see that the number of repeated squares is 
logarithmically larger than the number of distinct squares in fn with almost the same 
numerical multiplicative constant. The maximum number M(n) of distinct squares a 
binary word of length n can have, is larger than that found in Fibonacci words: in [6] 
we proved that M(n) < 2n for all positive integers iz, and constructed a special set of 
words to show that M(n) = n - o(n) for infinitely many IZ. These two results hold for 
both nonprimitive and primitive rooted squares. 
2. Distinct squares in Fibonacci words 
We use several lemmas to establish Theorem 1. The Fibonacci words fn were defined 
in the Introduction. The first few are listed in Table 1. 
Lemma I. I;or m 2 5, fm contains fi_-4; and for m 27, fm contains fz--4. 
Proof. 
fm = fm-l fm-2 = fm-2fm-3fm-2 = fm--3f:__4 fm-5 fm-2. 
The suffix fm_2 of this formula can be iterated to yield fm_2 = fm_6fm-, f,,,_-6fm_-5 
fm--4, so fm = fm-3f~_~fm-7f?n-6fm-5fm-4. q 
Definition 1. Foranywordx=xl,...,x~andanyjE{O,...,n-l},awordoftheform 
~j+l9~~~~&Xl~~-~~ j x. is called a conjugate or a rotation of degree j of x. 
Table 1 
fo =o 
h=l 
j-2=10 
f3 = 101 
f4=10110 
fs = 10110101 
fs = 1011010110110 
f7 = 101101011011010110101 
f8 = 1~11~1~~1~~1~1~~1~~~~~~~1~1~~1~~1~ 
f9=1011010110110101101011011010110110101101011011010110101 
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Fig. 1. 
A word of length n has n conjugates, including itself, which is a conjugate of 
degree 0. 
Lemma 2. Let u=xxy for subwords x, y with (y] < 1x1. Let i be any integer satisfying 
O<i< 1~1. Then u contains a square v;+~ of length 21x1, beginning at position i+ 1 of 
u, where vi+1 is a conjugate of degree i of x, if and only if the prefix of x of length 
i is identical to the prefix of y of length i. 
Proof. See Fig. 1. Since i< IyI < 1x1, v!+~ is a square of length 21x) beginning at 
position i of u if and only if the prefix of length i of the second occurrence of 
x = suffix of length i of the first occurrence of vi+] = suffix of length i of the second 
occurrence of vi+1 =prefix of length i of y. If the condition is satisfied, it’s clear that 
vi+1 is a conjugate of degree i of x. 0 
Remark. Lemma 2 is true also for [xl= ( y I. We excluded that case since for i = 1x1 = 
JyI, the square vf+i is x2, which was already counted for i = 0. It will become clear 
from Lemma 8 below that, when u is a Fibonacci word, the squares vi”,, are distinct 
in pairs for iE{O,...,IxI - 1). 
Notation. Let U,V be factors (subwords) of a word w such that w= uv. Then WV-~ 
denotes the prefix u of w with its suffix v deleted. Thus u = WV-‘. By si(m) we denote 
the suffix of length i of fm, and by $(m) its complement. For example, f4 = 10110, 
so fas2(4)-%2(4) = 10 101. 
Lemma 3. For m>5 and iE{l,..., m - 4}, all the Fi conjugates u of fi have the 
property that fm contains u2. 
Proof. Since fi = 1, f2= 10 and 12,(10)2,(01)2 appear in fm for every m>5, the result 
holds for i E { 1,2}. We may thus assume i 23 (whence m 27). Clearly fm contains 
A+.+4 as a subword. Now i +4 3 7, so by Lemma 1, fi+d contains fi3, hence fm contains 
J;.‘. In particular, fm contains xny with x = fi and y = h.sr (i)-‘. The result now follows 
from Lemma 2. 0 
Lemma 4. Let k, m be integers with k 23. 
For m 2 2k + 2, we have 
fm = f,‘_,fm-4f,-12~fm-2k-2f~-2k-1Sm-2. 
For m>2k + 1, 
fm =f;_2fm-3f,-12,&,fm-2k--lfm-2k. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Proof. We remark that for words (1) and (2) to even exist, f,,,_zk has to be a suffix of 
fm_4, and fm_2k+l has to be a suffix of fm_s. In fact, fm_2k is trivially a suffix of fm-4 
for k=2. If it holds for k, then it holds also for k+ 1, since fm_2k = fm_2k-l fm_2k-2. 
The same argument shows that fm_2k+l is a suffix of fm-3. 
For proving (2) we write, for k 23, 
fm = f,2-2fm--4fm-6 . ’ * fm-2k+2fm-2k-lfm-2k, (3) 
whose validity we prove by induction on k: 
fm = fm-l fm-2 = fm-2fm--3fm-3fm--4 = fm-zfm-3fm-4fm-sfm-sfm-6 
= f&, fm-sfm-6fm-7fm-6 = f~_2fm-4fm--7fm-6, 
so (3) holds for k = 3. Assume it holds for k. From 
fm-2k--lfm-2k = fm-2k-lfm-2k-lfm-2k-2 = fit-2k-1fm-2k-2fm-2k-3fm-2k-2 
= fm-2kfm-2k--3fm-2k-2 
(with m $2(k + 1) + 1 ), we see that it also holds for k + 1, establishing (3). 
We use (3) to write 
fm = f;-2fm-4fm-6 .a .fm-2k+2fm-2k+lf;!2k+,f~-2k-lfm-2k. 
Now fm-4fm-6.. - fm--2k+2fm--2kfl = fm-3, by “~~~~~p~i~g” fm-2kf3 = fm--2k+2fm--2k+l 
all the way through till fm_3 = fm_4 fm_5. This proves (2). Finally, replace m by m - 1 
in (2), and concatenate fm_2 to the right end of both sides of the resulting identity, 
and then use fm = fm_l fm_2 for the left side. This gives (1). 0 
Lemma 5. (a) For m > 6, fm = fi_3 fm_4s2(m - 4)-‘s2(m - 4)fm_2. 
(b) For m 3 5, fm = fz_2 fm_3s2(m - 3)-‘X2(m - 3). 
Proof. Assertion (b) is seen to hold for $n = 5 and m =6 (Table 1). Thus we may 
assume m B 7. 
Suppose first that m is odd. Then m = 2j+ 1 for some j B 3. Since Lemma 4 holds for 
all k 2 3, we may substitute k = j = (m- 1)/2 into (2), to get fm = fi_2 fm-3 fi_' fo fi = 
fi_2 fm_3( lo)-‘01 = fz_2 fm_3s2(m - 3)-‘S2(m - 3) as asserted. 
Secondly, let m be even. Then m = 2j + 2 with j B 3. Substituting k = j = (m - 2)/2 
into (2), we get fm =f~_2fm-3f3-*fif2 =f~-2fm-3(101)-1110=f~-2fm-3(01)-1 
10 = fz_2fm_3s2(m - 3)-‘S2(m - 3). For proving (a) we again replace m by m - 1 in 
(b), followed by concatenating fm-2 to the right of both sides. Cl 
Lemma 6. For m 26, there are precisely Fm_-4 + 1 conjugates u of fm-3. of degrees 
0 , . . . ,Fm--4, such that u2 is in fm. 
Proof. We scan fm, from left to right, in a search for all the conjugates u of fm-3 
such that u2 is in fm. 
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For m 25, fm_4 is a prefix of fm_3 = fm_dfm_5. By Lemma 5(a), we can thus apply 
Lemma 2 with x = fm_3 and y= fn_4s2(m-4)-‘S2(m-4), to conclude that for ma6, 
fm contains Fm--4 - 1 conjugates u of fm_-3, of degrees 0,. . . , Fm_4 - 2, such that u2 is 
in fm. These squares begin at positions 1,. . . , Fm-4 - 1 of fm. 
By Lemma 2, the words of length 2F,_s beginning at the positions in the closed 
interval [Fm_4, Fm_.++Fm_3] = [Fm_4, Fm_2] are not squares, since the second half of each 
such word contains, by Lemma 5(a), either a bit at position 2F,_3 +Fm-4 - 1 = Fm-l - 1 
or at position Fm_l, whose complements appear at positions Fm_l - 1 -Fm_3 = E;n_2 - 1 
and Fm-2 in the first half. 
We are now up to position F,_z + 1. For mZ=4, fm = fm_, fm_2 = fm-2f,2_3fm_4. 
From Lemma 2 with x= fm_3, y = fm_4, we thus deduce that fm contains the first 
Fm_4 + 1 conjugates u of fm_3 such that u2 is in fm. These squares begin at Fm-_2 + 
1 , . . . , Fm_2 + Fm_-4 + 1. The last of these ends at position Fm-2 + Fm_4 + 2F,-3 = F,. 
We have thus completed our scan, which yielded Fm--4 + 1 distinct squares of length 
2F,_s. The conjugates of fm-3 of degrees 0,. . . , Fn--4 -2 appeared twice each in these 
squares, and the conjugates of degrees Fm_4 - 1 and Fm-4 appeared once each. 0 
Lemma 7. For m > 5, there are precisely Fm_3 - 1 conjugates u of fm_2, of degrees 
0 , . . . ,Fm-3 - 2, such that u2 belongs to fm. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6, but simpler. For m>4, fm_3 is 
a prefix of fm-2 = fm-3fm_4. By Lemma 5(b), we can thus apply Lemma 2 with 
x = fm_z, y = f,_&m-3)-‘?2(m-3), to conclude that for m 25, fm contains F,_s-1 
conjugates u of fm_2, of degrees 0,. . . , Fm-3 -2, such that u2 is in fm. The last of those 
begins at position Fnl-3 - 1 and ends at position (Fm_3 - 1)+(2Fm_z - 1) = F, -2 of fm. 
Thus there are only two remaining words of length 2F,_2 in fm. By Lemma 2 these 
could be squares only if the penultimate bit of fm were the same as the penultimate 
bit of fm-3; but it is not by Lemma 5(b). 0 
Definition 2. A border of a word x is a subword which is both a prefix and s&ix of 
x. Denote by b, the longest border of fm, and let B,,, = lb, (. For example, bs = 101, 
so B5=3. 
In Lemma 2.5 of [7] it is proved that B,,, = Fm-_2. (Actually their method shows that 
even b, = fm-2.) Their Lemma 2.6 states that every conjugate of fm of positive degree 
is different from fm. We need the following generalization of this result: 
Lemma 8. For every integer m 20, all the conjugates of fm are distinct in pairs. 
Proof. The result holds for m < 2, so we may aasurne m 2 3. Let fm =x1 . . . xk (k = F,). 
Suppose that xi+] . . .XkXl . a .Xi =Xj+] e a .XkXl e. .Xj for Some i, jE (0,. . . , k - 1) with 
i<j. Removing the suffix of length i and concatenating it to the beginning, we get 
fm =x1 . ..Xk=Xj_i+l ..sXkX] es. Xj-ie ThUS, Xi-i+1 . . . xk and X1 . . . Xi-i are both borders 
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Table 2 
101 
?I Fn D(n) 
4 5 1 
5 8 4 
6 13 8 
7 21 14 
8 34 24 
of fm and one of them has length at least F,/2 >Fn-2, contradicting the fact that 
B, =Fm_2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Table 2 shows that the assertion holds for the first few values 
of n (but not for n = 4). Assume n 27; then all the lemmas of this section can be 
applied. 
By Lemma 3, for i~{l,..., n - 4}, the maximum number Fi of conjugates u of f;: 
have the property that u2 is in fn. By Lemma 6, precisely Fn-a + 1 conjugates u of 
fn_3 have the property that u2 is in fn. By Lemma 7, precisely Fn_s - 1 conjugates u
of fn-2 have the property that u2 is in fn. Thus, 
n-4 
D(n) 2 CFi + W-4 + K-3) = (K-2 - 2) + I$-~ = 2(~,_~ - 1). 
i=l 
No conjugate of fn_l can be a square in fn, since 2F,_i > F,. On the other hand, there 
is the following “folklore” result, proved in [lo] (see Theorem 2.3 of [7]): For every 
nonempty subword u2 of fn, u is a conjugate of fm for some m 2 1. It follows that 
the last inequality is actually an equality. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. From Theorem 1, D(n) = 2(F,_2 - 1) = 2~+9-~F, + o( 1) = 
2(2 - cp)Fn + o(l), follows from the well-known identity 
F,=’ 
n+l _ --n-k1 
Js” 
(n 2 0). 0 
In fact, D(F,) 2 0.75F, for n > 11. 
3. The exact number of repeated squares in Fibonacci words 
The first few values of R(n), the number of repeated squares in fn, found by com- 
puter, are listed in Table 3. 
Since fm = fm_l fm_-2, repeated squares in fm can be of three kinds. First, they can lie 
entirely within the tirst F,_I bits of fm; there are clearly R(m- 1) such repeated squares. 
Secondly, they can lie entirely within the last Fm_2 bits of fm; there are R(m - 2) such 
repeated squares. Third, they can intersect both the first F,_, bits and the last Fm-_2 
bits of fm. This third kind of repeated squares will be called boundary squares of 
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Table 3 
n R(n) 
0,1,2,3 0 
4 1 
5 4 
6 11 
7 26 
8 57 
9 118 
10 235 
11 454 
12 857 
13 1588 
14 2899 
fm, since they cross the boundary between fm_i and fm_2, and fm = fm-1 fm_2. Their 
number is denoted by B(m). Thus, 
R(m) =R(m - 1) + R(m - 2) + B(m). (4) 
We will get a recurrence relation for R(m) by obtaining an expression for B(m). To 
do so, we partition the boundary squares of fm into two subsets. 
3.1. Boundary squares of type 1 
For m 3 5 we have 
fm = fm-1 Ifm-2 = fm-2fm-3 lfm-3fm-4 = fm-zfm-3 lfm-4fm--5fm-4, (5) 
where the boundary is indicated by a vertical bar. 
We see that every boundary square of fm_2 = fm_3fm_4 is also a boundary square 
of fm, A boundary square of type 1 is a boundary square of fm_2, which straddles 
the boundary of fm. In other words, it is a boundary square which is contained in the 
copy of fm_2 which straddles the boundary of fm. The number B1 of such squares is 
B(m - 2), which, by (4), is 
Bl=B(m-2)=R(m-2)-R(m-3)-R(m-4). (6) 
3.2. Boundary squares of type 2 
A boundary square of type 2 is a boundary square which does not lie inside the 
copy of fm_2 which straddles the boundary of fm. 
Clearly, every boundary square is either of type 1 or of type 2. In Lemmas 9- 11 
we count the number Bz of boundary squares of type 2. 
Lemma 9. For m > 8, fm contains no boundary squares of type 2 of length 2Fi for 
i 6 m - 6. There are Fm_7 - 1 boundary squares of type 2 of length 2F,_s. 
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Proof. For proving the first part, note that if a square of length 2Fi for i <m - 6 would 
straddle the boundary of fm, it would be contained in fm_2, since 2F,_6 <Fm_-4 and 
fm-2=fm-3Ifm-4, so it would be of type 1, not type 2. 
By Lemma 3, fm contains >F,_s repeated squares of length 2F,_s. From (5), 
=fm-2fm-4fm-5Ifm-5fm-5fm-8fm-lfm-4. (7) 
Note that the last two bits of f&4 are complements of the last two bits of fm-S. 
Hence, it follows from the last line of (7) and from Lemma 2 that precisely Fm-5 
squares of length 2F,_s straddle the boundary. From the first and last lines of (7) it 
is easy to deduce that exactly Fm_-4 - F,_5 + 1 = Fm_-6 + 1 of the boundary squares of 
length 2F,_5 lie in the copy of f,,,_2 which straddles the boundary of fm, so are of 
type 1. The rest, namely F,_s - (F,-6 + l)=Fm-7 - 1, are of type 2. 0 
Lemma 10. For m >7, fm contains Fm-6 - 1 boundary squares of type 2 of length 
2F,_4. 
Proof. From (5) and the end of the proof of Lemma 1, we have, for m > 7, 
fm =fm-2fm-3lfm-4fm-sfm-4 
=f-f3-f-f-f-f- m 3,,,4mlm6m5m4. (8) 
A square of length 2F,_4 beginning at any position <F,_1-2F,_4 + 1, lies entirely to 
the left of the boundary of fm, so is not a boundary square. Next, consider the interval 
I = [F,_i - 2F,_4 + 2, Fm_2]. Note that every square of length 2F,_4 in this interval is 
a boundary square. None of them is of type 1, since the last begins at the last bit of 
Fm_2, which, by the first line of (8), is just before the beginning of the copy of fm_2 
which straddles the boundary. 
Now F,_l - 2F,_4 + 2=2F,_3 - Fm_4 + 2>F,_3, and the length of I is Fm_2 - 
F,_1+2F,_4 - 1 = Fm_6 - 1. We thus see from the second line of (S), using Lemma 2, 
that each bit in this interval is the beginning of a square of length 2F,_4. All of these 
are type 2 squares. 
A square of length 2F,_4 beginning at any position in the interval [Fm-_2 + 1, 2Fm_2 - 
2F,-4]= [Fm_-2 + 1,2F,_s] lies entirely within the copy of fm-2 which straddles the 
boundary, and so is of type 1. 
Now consider words of length 2F,_4 beginning in the interval [2F,_3 + l,F,_r] = 
[F,_l - Fm_-4 + l,F,_l]. The first half of every such word w has a bit at position 
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Fm_l, and its second half has a bit at position F,_l + Fm-4 = 2F,_z. These are the 
terminal bits of the words fm_i and fm-2, respectively, by (2) of Lemma 4. For w 
to be a square, these two bits have to be the same. Hoewever, it is easily verified, by 
induction, that 5 ends in 0 if i is even, and in 1 if i is odd, so they cannot be the 
same. Thus there are no squares in this interval. 
A square of length 2F,_4 beginning at any position aF,_l + 1 lies entirely to the 
right of the boundary, so is not a boundary square. This completes the left-to-right 
scan of fm. 0 
Lemma 11. For m86, fm contains Fm_4 + 1 boundary squares of type 2 of length 
2F,_3, and F,_3 - 1 boundary squares of type 2 of length 2F,_2. 
Proof. Lemma 6 gives a complete panorama of the locations of all the conjugates of 
fm_s. By the “folklore” result, cited at the end of the proof of Theorem 1, this picture 
exhausts all squares of length 2Fm_s. 
The first batch of squares of length 2F,_3 ends at (Fm_4 - 1)+2F,_3 - 1 = F,_, -2, 
so these are not boundary squares. The next batch begins at F,_z + 1. Since Fm-2 + 
1 + 2F,_3 - 1 = F,_I + Fm_-3, the first of them is a boundary square. Since the last 
begins at Fm_2 + Fm_4 + 1 <F,_l, all these Fm-4 + 1 squares are, in fact, boundary 
squares of type 2: they cannot be of type 1, since they are too long to fit in the central 
copy of fm-2 * 
Since 2F,_2 >F,_l and Fm_3 - 1 <F,_I, we see from Lemma 7 that all of the 
Fm_3 - 1 squares of length 2F,_2 are boundary squares, and clearly they are of 
type2. 0 
Collecting the results of Lemmas 9- 11, we get, 
= F,-5 + Fm_2 - 2 = 2(F,_3 - 1). 
From (4) and (6) we thus get the recurrence 
R(n)-R(n- 1)-2R(r~-2)+R(n-3)+R(n-4)=2(F~_~ - 1). (9) 
Note that (9) agrees with Table 4 for n > 7 (but not for n = 6). 
Our last lemma is of a technical nature. 
Lemma 12. For n>2, (pn=F,_lcp+Fn_2, T#TP=F,_I~+F~_~. 
Proof. Induction on n. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2. Replacing n by n - 1 in (9), we get 
R(n- l)-R(n-2)-2R(n-3)+R(n-4)+R(n-5)=2(F,_4- 1). 
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Subtracting from (9) we then get 
R(n) - 2R(n - 1) - R(n - 2) + 3R(n - 3) - R(n - 5) = 2F,_5. (10) 
This recurrence agrees with Table 3 for n >8, but not for n = 7. The characteristic 
polynomial of (10) is: x5 - 2x4 - x3 + 3x2 - 1, and its roots are -1, 1 (double 
root), cp and q. Thus, for the homogeneous part we have a solution of the form 
c~(-~)“+(c~+c~~)+c~(P~+c~~JJ~. (See e.g., [8] for methods to solve linear recurrences.) 
We assume that a particular solution has the form aonF, +a1 (n - 1 )F,_ 1. Substituting 
into (10) and collecting terms, we then get 
n (ao(F, - 2F,_1 - Fn-2 + 3F,_3 - Fn-5) 
+ al(F,-1 - 2F,-2 -Fe-3 + 3F,_4 - Fn-6)) 
+ao(2F,-1 + 24-2 - 9F,_3 + 5F,_5) 
+a~(-FL1 + 4K-2 + 3F,_3 - l2F,-4 + 6F,-6) 
=2F,_5. 
The coefficient of n ought to vanish, and it is easy to verify that F, - 2F,_1 - 
F,_z + 3F,_3 - Fn_5 is indeed identically 0. Simplifying we get, (Fn_3 + F,_5)ao + 
(24-3 -3F,_5)q =2F,_5. Putting a0 -3~ =2, ao+2a1 =O, gives (~~,a~)=(:,-:), 
so a particular solution has the form $nF, - $(n - 1 )F,_l . Thus the solution of (10) 
(n38) has the form 
We now evaluate this solution for n E (8,. . . ,12}, using Lemma 12 to simplify the 
powers of cp and (p. This leads to the matrix equation MC = B, where 
1 1 8 
47 21 
T++ 
-1 1 9 38+17& 38 - 17& 
M= l l 10 L&3++ !g-;JJ 
_l l 11 y+!p y-p 
1 1 12 161+72& 161 -72& 
and 
B = R(n) - ($nF, - $(n - 1)&r) 1:s 
-509 -846 -2286 -3731 
= 5’5’ _279 ‘5’ 
5 1 > 
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where C is the vector of the coefficients ci. The MAPLE package then produced the 
solution 
c= O,l,l,-2-Ati,-2+@ , 1 
which gives 
R(n)=~nF,-~(n-1)F,I-(2+~)(F._~~+Pn_2) 
+F2+S) 
(F,-1qT+Fn--2)+n+ 1. 
After simplification this leads to the assertion in Theorem 2. Though it provably solves 
(10) for n > 8, it actually gives the correct values of R(n) for II > 3 (but not for n = 2), 
as can be verified using Table 3. Cl 
Proof of Corollary 2. We combine the two leading terms of the solution given in 
Theorem 2 in the form, 
R(n) = $nF, + fnF,_z - yF,_l - Fn_2 + n + 1. 
This gives, 
R(n) = $3 - cp)nF, + O(h) 
= ;(3 - cp)F, h, &I + WI) = “:foi2L) F, log, F, + O(F,). 0 
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